When choosing which equipment will best suit your needs in this process, this guide will assist with highlighting the details and benefits for each option.

**iPods**

*Description:* iPods are the suggested device to use for your filming. Each iPod has ample storage for the recordings, applications such as Google Drive and Canvas and the supplemental equipment works best with these devices. They are easy to use and allow for sufficient audio and video quality.

**Zoom IQ 7 Mic**

*Description:* A plug in device (in the charging port) on iPhone or iPod (newer ones only). This improves audio quality of videos by amplifying and clarifying sound and eliminating excess background noise. This is especially useful for noisier classrooms or for larger groups of students.
Que IQ Rig

Description: The Que IQ Rig is another option that includes microphone and tripod all in one device. This is good for filming a smaller classroom of students and if you do not have to film a lot of movement. This device is compact and easy to use.

Teachscape (Lucy) Kits

Description: Also known as “Lucy Kits,” these kits are best suited for stationary filming for a wide classroom. If your lesson is more lecture driven and the attention is needed more on the audio, this kit would work well for you. The tripod is stationary but adjustable to allow for larger settings. The microphone is also stationary.
Swivl

Description: This is a sensor driven robotic platform used with iPod, iPad, or other smartphone for recording. This is extremely efficient if there is a lot of movement involved in a lesson plan. Some other perks of this device is its mobility, compactness, and the use of the marker (sensor) used as a microphone. This allows for improved sound and visibility.

Swivl App

Description: The Swivl also has a coordinating app that is free and easy to use. This app requires a Google account login. You will record within this app and have access to the Swivl cloud when you are using the Swivl device. The cloud is for storing videos which makes organization simple.